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Abstract: Speculative execution is one of the key issues to boost the performance of future generation microprocessors. In this paper, Fluid Stochastic Petri
Nets are used to capture the dynamic behavior of an ILP processor, and discreteevent simulation is applied to assess the efficiency of predictions and speculative
execution in boosting the performance of ILP processors that fetch, issue, execute and commit a large number of instructions per cycle. The evaluation leads to
numerous conclusions regarding the performance impact of branch and value
prediction under different scenarios, with varying parameters of both the microarchitecture and the operational environment – branch and value prediction accuracy, machine width, instruction window size and operational profile.
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1. Introduction
Most of the recent microprocessor architectures assume sequential programs as
input and use a parallel execution model. Their efficiency is highly dependent on
both the hardware mechanisms and the program characteristics, i.e. the instruction-level parallelism (ILP) the programs exhibit. Instructions cannot be issued
for parallel execution due to three types of constraints: control dependences,
false (name) dependences and true data dependences [19]. Several techniques
eliminate the effect of dependences or reduce their consequences – data forwarding and implementation of shelving reduce the effect of true data dependences
(read after write), while renaming eliminates the false or name dependences
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(write after read and write after write). In addition, many ILP processors speculatively execute control-dependent instructions before resolving the branch outcome. They rely upon branch prediction in order to tolerate the effect of control
dependences. A variety of branch prediction schemes have been explored
[5,22,26,39,44,45] – they range between fixed, static displacement-based, static
with profiling, and various dynamic schemes, like Branch History Table with nbit counters, Branch Target Address Cache, Branch Target Instruction Cache,
mixed, two-level adaptive, hybrid, etc. Recent research studies have also proposed new concepts to implement high-bandwidth instruction fetch engines
based on multiple branch prediction. Such concepts include the trace cache
[3,32] and the more conventional multiple-block fetching approach [37,41,46].
Given that a majority of static instructions exhibit very little variations in values
that they produce/consume during the course of a program’s execution
[21,23,25], data dependences can be eliminated at run-time by predicting the outcome values of instructions (value prediction) and by executing the true data dependent instructions. In general, the outcome value of an instruction can be assigned to registers, memory locations, condition codes, etc. Several architectures
have been proposed for value prediction [10,24,25,33,34,36,42] – last value predictor, stride predictor, context predictors and hybrid approaches in order to get
good accuracy over a set of programs due to the different data value locality
characteristics that can be exploited only by different schemes. Based on instruction type, value prediction is sometimes identified as prediction of the outcome
of arithmetic instructions only, and the prediction of the outcome of memory access instructions as a different class, referred to as memory prediction [29].
2. Motivation and related work
Vast majority of the studies on prediction techniques quantify the ability of predictions to boost the ILP from an experimental point of view – either by measurements in a real system, or by trace-driven or execution-driven simulation
[1,4,8,9,17]. As processor complexity continues to increase at a rapid rate and
micro-architectures continue to become more speculative, it is not clear whether
the performance simulators can continue to effectively predict actual machine
performance due to several crucial issues: simulator retargetability, simulator
validation, simulation speed and simulation accuracy [2]. Moreover, there are
only a few analytical models [12,27,35] that provide some insight by isolating
important parameters, but still too simple to capture the behavior of a real system. All these models are deterministic – they deal with average parameter values or a parameter takes only one value. There is no randomness and the result is
based on known functions of inputs with no dependence on chance.
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Opposed to this common trait, a stochastic model of the dynamic behavior of an
ILP processor that aims to minimize the impact of control and true-data dependences and employs speculative execution based on branch and value prediction,
has been introduced for the first time in [30]. In view of the fact that in a machine
with multiple execution units capable to execute large number of instructions in
parallel the service and storage requirements of each instruction are small compared to the total volume of the instruction stream, individual instructions are
regarded as atoms of a fluid and large buffer levels are approximated by continuous fluid levels. As a result, state-space complexity is decreased. The dynamic
behavior model is built using Fluid Stochastic Petri Nets (FSPN)
[15,16,20,40,43] and the stochastic process underlying the Petri Net is described
by a system of first-order hyperbolic partial differential equations with appropriately chosen initial and boundary conditions.
In this paper, we illustrate the use of the recently introduced FSPN model in deriving measures of interest and present performance evaluation results obtained
using discrete-event simulation [7,14]. Since the modeling framework is essentially implementation-independent, the performance potential of branch and
value prediction under different scenarios, as well as the operational environment
influence on the performance of ILP processors with much more aggressive instruction issue, can be efficiently evaluated.
3. The FSPN model
The simplest description of a processor pipeline is that instructions flow and pass
through separate pipeline stages connected by buffers. Control dependences stall
the inflow of useful instructions (fluid) into the pipeline, whereas true data dependences decrease the aperture of the pipeline and the outflow rate. The buffer
levels always vary and affect both the inflow and outflow rates. Branch prediction techniques tend to eliminate stalls in the inflow, while value prediction techniques help keeping outflow rate as high as possible.
The distribution of the time between two consecutive occurrences of branch instructions in the fluid stream is considered exponential with rate λ, which depends on the instruction fetch bandwidth, as well as the program’s average basic
block size. Branches vary widely in their dynamic behavior, and predictors that
work well on one type of branches may not work as well on others. There are
easy-to-predict and hard-to-predict branches, and the expected branch prediction
accuracy is higher for the first and lower for the second. The probabilities to classify a branch as either easy- or hard-to-predict depend on program’s characteristics.
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Another important factor is the number of instructions that consume results of
simultaneously initiated producer instructions in each cycle. The distribution of
the time between two consecutive occurrences of consuming instructions in the
fluid stream is considered exponential with rate µ, which depends on the number
of instructions that simultaneously initiate execution at a functional unit, as well
as the program’s average dynamic instruction distance. There are, also, two
classes of consuming instructions: (i) instructions that consume easy-to-predict
values and (ii) instructions that consume hard-to-predict values. The expected
value prediction accuracy is higher for the first and lower for the second, while
the probability to classify a value as either easy- or hard-to-predict depends on
the program’s characteristics, similarly to the branch classification.
The set of programs executed on a machine represent the input space. Programs
with different characteristics are executed randomly and independently according
to the operational profile. The input space is partitioned by grouping programs
that exhibit as nearly as possible homogenous behavior into program classes
[28]. Since the number of partitions is finite, the upper limits of λ and µ, as well
as the probabilities to classify a branch/value as either easy- or hard-to-predict
are considered to be discrete random variables and have different values for different program classes.
The pipeline is organized in four stages: Fetch, Decode/Issue, Execute and
Commit. Fluid places PIC, PIB, PRS/LSQ, PROB, PRR, PEX and PREG, depicted by means
of two concentric circles (Fig. 1), represent buffers between pipeline stages: instruction cache, instruction buffer, reservation stations and load/store queue,
reorder buffer, rename registers, instructions that have completed execution and
architectural registers. Five of them have limited capacities: ZIBmax, ZRS/LSQmax,
ZRRmax, ZROBmax and ZEXmax. The fluid place PTIME has the function of an hourglass:
it is constantly filled at rate 1 up to the level 1 and then flushed out, which corresponds to the machine clock cycle. ZTIME(t) denotes the fluid level in PTIME at
time t. Fluid arcs are drawn as double arrows to suggest a pipe. Flow rates are
piecewise constant, i.e. take different values at the beginning of each cycle and
are limited by the fetch/issue width of the machine (W). Rates depend on the vector of fluid levels Z(t ) and change when TCLOCK fires and the fluid in PTIME is
flushed out. The flush out arc is drawn as thick single arrow.
Let Z IC0 , Z IB0 , Z RS / LSQ0 , Z RR0 , Z ROB0 and Z EX 0 be the fluid levels at the beginning

of the clock cycle, i.e. Z IC0 = Z IC (t 0 ) , Z IB0 = Z IB (t 0 ) , Z RS / LSQ0 = Z RS / LSQ (t 0 ) ,
Z RR0 = Z RR (t 0 ) , Z ROB0 = Z ROB (t 0 ) and Z EX 0 = Z EX (t 0 ) , where t 0 = t  and
Z TIME (t 0 ) = 0 .
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A high-bandwidth instruction fetch mechanism fetches up to W instructions per
cycle and places them in the instruction buffer. The fetch rate is given by:
(1)
rFETCH = min( Z IB − Z IB + rISSUE , Z IC ,W )
max

0

0

In the case of a branch misprediction, the fetch unit is effectively stalled and no
useful instructions are added to the buffer. Instruction cache misses are ignored.
Instruction issue tries to send W instructions to the appropriate reservation stations or the load/store queue on every clock cycle. Rename registers are allocated
to hold the results of the instructions and reorder buffer entries are allocated to
ensure in-order completion. Among the instructions that initiate execution in the
same cycle, speculatively executed consuming instructions are forced to retain
their reservation stations. As a result, the issue rate is given by:
rISSUE = min(Z RR max − Z RR 0 + rCOMMIT, Z ROBmax − Z ROB0 + rCOMMIT, Z RS / LSQ max − Z RS / LSQ0 , Z IB 0 ,W ) (2)
Shortages of read ports for the registers, conflicts that occur when special registers are accessed, and serialization imposed by special instructions is ignored.
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Figure 1: A Fluid Stochastic Petri Net model
Up to W instructions are in execution at the same time. With the assumptions that
functional units are always available and out-of-order execution is allowed, the
instructions initiate and complete execution with rate:
(3)
rINITIATE = rCOMPLETE = min( Z RS / LSQ , W )
0

During the execute stage, the instructions first check to see if their source operands are available (predicted or computed). For simplicity, the execution latency
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of each instruction is a single cycle. Instructions execute and forward their own
results back to subsequent instructions that might be waiting for them (no result
forwarding delay). Every reference to memory is present in the first-level cache.
With the last assumption, the effect of the memory hierarchy is eliminated.
The instructions that have completed execution are ready to move to the last
stage. Up to W instructions may commit per cycle. The results in the rename registers are written into the register file and the rename registers and reorder buffer
entries freed. Since stalls in the instruction commit stage are very infrequent [19],
shortages of write ports for the registers and head-of-line blockings are ignored.
Hence:
(4)
rCOMMIT = min( Z EX ,W )
0

In order to capture the relative occurrence frequencies of different program
classes, a set of weighted immediate transitions is introduced in the Petri Net.
Each program class is assigned an immediate transition TCLASSi with weight
wCLASSi . The operational profile is a set of weights. The probability of firing the

immediate transition TCLASSi represents the probability of occurrence of a class i
program, given by:
wT
)
wTCLASSi = n CLASSi
∑ wTCLASSk

(5)

k =1

A token in PSTART denotes that a new execution is about to begin. The process of
firing one of the immediate transitions randomly chooses a program from one of
the classes. The firing of transition TCLASSi puts i tokens in place PCLASS, which
identify the class. At the same time instant, tokens occur in places PFETCH and
PINITIATE, while the fluid place PIC is filled with fluid with volume Vi equivalent to
the total number of useful instructions (program volume).
Firing of exponential transition TBRANCH corresponds to a branch instruction occurrence. The parameter λ changes at the beginning of each clock cycle and
formally depends on both the number of tokens in PCLASS and the fetch rate:
λ = f (# PCLASS )

rFETCH
r
r
= f (i ) FETCH = λi FETCH
W
W
W

(6)

where λi is its upper limit for a given program class i at maximum fetch rate
(rFETCH=W). The branch is classified as easy-to-predict with probability
pBEP=pBEPi, or hard-to-predict with probability 1-pBEPi. In either case, it is correctly predicted with probability pBEPC (pBHPC), or mispredicted with probability
1-pBEPC (1-pBHPC). These probabilities are included in the FSPN model as weights
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assigned to immediate transitions TBEP, TBHP, TBEPC, TBHPC, TBEPMIS and TBHPMIS,
respectively. This approach is known as synthetic branch prediction. Branch
mispredictions stall the fluid inflow for as many cycles as necessary to resolve
the branch (CBR tokens in place PBMIS). Usually, a branch is not resolved until its
execution stage (CBR=3). With several consecutive firings of TCLOCK, these tokens
are consumed one at a time and moved to PRESOLVED. As soon as the branch is
resolved, transition TCONTINUE fires, a token appears in place PFETCH and the inflow resumes.
Similar to this, firing of exponential transition TCONSUMER corresponds to the occurrence of a consuming instruction among the instructions that initiated execution. The parameter µ changes at the beginning of each clock cycle and formally
depends on both the number of tokens in PCLASS and the initiation rate:
µ = g(# PCLASS )

rINITIATE
r
r
= g (i ) INITIATE = µ i INITIATE
W
W
W

(7)

where µ i is its upper limit for a given program class i when maximum possible
number of instructions simultaneously initiate execution (rINITIATE=W). The consumed value is classified as easy-to-predict with probability pVEP=pVEPi, or hardto-predict with probability 1-pVEPi. In either case, it is correctly predicted with
probability pVEPC (pVHPC), or mispredicted with probability 1-pVEPC (1-pVHPC).
These probabilities are included in the FSPN model as weights assigned to immediate transitions TVEP, TVHP, TVEPC, TVHPC, TVEPMIS and TVHPMIS, respectively.
Whenever a misprediction occurs (token in place PVMIS), the consuming instruction has to be rescheduled for execution. The firing of immediate transition TREEXECUTE causes transportation of fluid in zero time. Fluid jumps have deterministic height of 1 (one instruction) and take place when the fluid levels in PRS and
PEX satisfy the condition Z RS (t ) ≤ Z RSmax − 1 and Z EX (t ) ≥ 1 . Jumps that would go
beyond the boundaries cannot be carried out. The arcs connecting fluid places
and immediate transitions are drawn as thick single arrows. The fluid flow terminates at the end of the cycle when all the fluid places except PREG are empty and
TEND fires.

4. Performance evaluation results
The results have been obtained using discrete-event simulation, specifically implemented for this model and not for a general FSPN. The types of events that
need to be scheduled in the event queue are either transition firings or the hitting
of a threshold dependent on fluid levels. We have used a Unif[0,1] pseudorandom number generator to generate samples from the respective cumulative
distribution functions and determine transition firing times via inversion of the
cdf (“Golden Rule for Sampling”).
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Initially we analyze the efficiency of branch prediction by varying branch prediction accuracy. Value prediction is not involved at all. The speedup is computed
by dividing the IPC achieved with certain branch prediction accuracy over the
IPC achieved without branch prediction ( 1 − p BMISi = 0 ). For the moment, the

input space is not partitioned and program volume is set to Vi=106.
Looking at Fig. 2, it is observed that branch prediction curves have an exponential shape. This is in agreement with the results obtained using trace-driven simulation in [13], and the results from the analytical perfect value prediction model
reported in [35]. Building branch predictors that improve the accuracy just a little
bit may be reflected in a significant performance increase. The impact of a given
increment in accuracy is more noticeable when it experiences a slight improvement beyond the 90%. Another conclusion drawn from these figures is that one
can benefit most from branch prediction in programs with relatively short basic
blocks (high λi / W ) and which do not suffer excessively from true data dependences (low µ i / W ). When the ratio µ i / W is high, true data dependences overshadow control dependences. As a result, the amount of ILP that is expected
without value prediction in a machine with extremely aggressive instruction issue
is far below the maximum possible value, even with perfect branch prediction.
Value prediction has to be involved to go beyond the limits imposed by true data
dependences.
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Figure 2: Speedup achieved by branch prediction with varying accuracy
Next, we analyze the efficiency of value prediction by varying value prediction
accuracy (Fig. 3). The speedup is computed by dividing the IPC achieved with
certain value prediction accuracy over the IPC achieved without value prediction
(1 − pVMISi = 0 ). With perfect branch prediction, it seems clear that the value prediction curves have a linear behavior. The same trends have been revealed in [13]
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using trace-driven simulation. Therefore, it is worthwhile to build a predictor that
significantly improves the accuracy. Only a small improvement on the value predictor accuracy has a little impact on ILP processor performance, regardless of
the accuracy range. Another conclusion drawn from these figures is that the effect of value prediction is more noticeable when a significant number of instructions consume results of simultaneously initiated producer-instructions during
execution (high µ i / W ), i.e. when true data dependences have a much higher
influence on the program’s total execution time.
Branch prediction has a very important influence on the benefits of value prediction. One can see that the performance increase is less significant when branch
prediction is realistic. Because mispredicted branches limit the number of useful
instructions that enter the instruction window, the processor is able to provide
almost the same number of instructions to leave the instruction window, even
with lower value prediction accuracy. As a result, graphs tend to flatten out. Correct value predictions can only be exploited when the fetch rate is quite high, i.e.
when mispredicted branches are infrequent. Branch misprediction becomes a
more significant performance limitation with wider processors (Fig. 3b).
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Figure 3: Speedup in a machine with perfect branch prediction achieved by
value prediction with varying accuracy
In addition, we investigate branch and value prediction efficiency with varying
machine width (Fig. 4). The speedup in this case is computed by dividing the
IPC achieved in a machine over the IPC achieved in a scalar counterpart (W=1,
µi=0). The speedup due to branch prediction is obviously higher in wider machines. With perfect branch prediction, the speedup unconditionally increases
with the machine width. For a given width, the speedup is higher when there are
a smaller number of consuming instructions (low µ i / W ). With realistic branch
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prediction, there is a threshold effect on the machine width: below the threshold
the speedup increases with the machine width, whereas above the threshold the
speedup is close to a limit – machine width is by far larger than the average
number of instructions provided by the fetch unit. The threshold decreases with
increasing the number of mispredicted branches. This is in agreement with the
results reported in [27] where a threshold effect on the instruction fetch rate was
exposed.
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Figure 4: Speedup achieved by branch prediction with varying machine width
The maximum additional speedup that value prediction can provide is computed
by dividing the IPC achieved with perfect value prediction over the IPC achieved
without value prediction (Fig. 5). With perfect branch prediction, some true data
dependences can always be eliminated, regardless of the machine width. Actually, the maximum additional speedup is predetermined by the ratio
W /(W − µ i ) . However, with realistic branch prediction, the additional speedup
diminishes when the machine width is above a threshold value. It happens earlier
when there are a smaller number of consuming instructions and/or a larger number of mispredicted branches. In either case, the number of independent instructions examined for simultaneous execution is sufficiently higher than the number
of fetched instructions that enter the instruction window. Once more, branch prediction becomes more important with wider processors.
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Figure 5: Additional speedup achieved by perfect value prediction with varying machine width
The rate at which consuming instructions occur depends on the initiation rate.
Therefore, we also investigate the value prediction efficiency with varying instruction window size (varying capacity Z RS / LSQMAX of the fluid place PRS / LSQ )
(Fig. 6). The speedup is computed in the same way as in the previous instance. It
increases with the instruction window size in [W, 2W], but the increase is more
moderate when there are a smaller number of consuming instructions (low
µ i / W ) and/or branch prediction is not perfect. As the instruction window grows
larger, performance without value prediction saturates (also reported in [31] using trace-driven simulation), as does the performance with perfect value prediction. The upper limit value emerges from the fact that in each cycle up to W new
instructions may enter the fluid place Z RS / LSQMAX and up to W consuming instructions may be forced to retain their reservation stations. Similar trends have been
revealed in [35] using execution-driven simulation for issue widths of 4, 8 and 16
instructions. One should also note that the speedup for W>>1 and realistic branch
prediction is almost constant with increasing instruction window size. Two scenarios arise in this case: (i) the number of consuming instructions is large – the
speedup is constant but still noticeable as there are not enough independent instructions in the window without value prediction, and (ii) the number of consuming instructions is small – there is no speedup as there are enough independent instructions in the window even without value prediction, regardless of the
window size. Again, the main reasons for this behavior are the small number of
consuming instructions and the large number of mispredicted branches.
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Figure 6: Speedup achieved by perfect value prediction with varying instruction window size
In order to investigate the operational environment influence, we partition the
input space into several program classes (Table 1), each of them with at least one
different aspect: branch rate, consuming instruction rate, probability to classify a
branch as easy-to-predict or probability to classify a value as easy-to-predict.
Branches and values are predicted with probabilities pBEPC =0.98, pBHPC =0.75,
pVEPC =0.75 and pVHPC =0.5. Programs with different characteristics are executed
randomly and independently, according to the operational profile Pn (1 ≤ n ≤ 6) .
The i-th element of the vector Pn denotes the average number of occurrences of a
class i program in ten consecutive executions.
P1 = [10 0 0 0 0 0]

P2 = [10 − k k 0 0 0 0]
P3 = [10 − k

0 k

0 0 0]

P4 = [10 − k

0 0 k

0 0]

P5 = [10 − k

0 0 0 k

0]

P6 = [10 − k

0 0 0 0 k]
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i
1
2
3
4
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
Vi
10
10
10
10
10
106
λi
W/8 W/4 W/8 W/8 W/8 W/4
µi W/2 W/2 7W/8 W/2 W/2 7W/8
pBEPi
1
1
1
0.67 1
0.67
pVEPi 1
1
1
1 0.67 0.67
Table 1: Program classes
In general, the overall performance decrease is more pronounced when programs
with poor characteristics are more frequent (k=3) (Fig. 7). Individually, the largest performance decrease emerges from the execution of programs with larger
number of branches, especially hard-to-predict ones. The sporadic execution of
programs with larger number of consuming instructions, or larger number of
hard-to-predict values, has a lower influence on performance. Such a decrease
almost diminishes with increasing machine width, given that the branch prediction is not perfect. When some programs include all the aforementioned poor
characteristics (profile P6), the performance decrease is more than obvious. Even
if such programs are executed ten times less frequently (k=1) than “class one”
programs, their excessively long execution time has an adverse impact on the
overall performance. We conclude that the set of programs executed on a machine have a considerable influence on the perceived IPC. Since the term program may be interchangeably used with the term instruction stream, these observations give good reason for the analysis of the time varying behavior of programs in order to find simulation points in applications to achieve results representative of the program as a whole [38]. From a user perspective, a machine
with more sophisticated prediction mechanisms will not always lead to a higher
perceived performance as compared to a machine with more modest prediction
mechanisms but more favorable operational profile.
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Figure 7: Relative performance decrease due to sporadic execution of programs with poor characteristics

5. Conclusion
Effective control and data speculation techniques are essential to explore the full
performance of modern ILP processors as they move towards wider issue and
deeper pipelines. Using discrete-event simulation of Fluid Stochastic Petri Nets,
we have evaluated the performance impact of branch and value prediction by
varying several parameters of both the micro-architecture and the operational
environment – branch and value prediction accuracy, machine width, instruction
window size and operational profile. The main conclusions that can be drawn
from this study are the following:
• The benefits of branch and value prediction are higher when control and
true data dependences have a much higher influence on the total execution time of a program;
• Value prediction is an effective approach that might enable higher levels
of parallelism without increasing machine width and/or instruction window size;
• There is a correlation between the value prediction efficiency and the
branch prediction efficiency;
• Branch misprediction becomes a significant performance limitation with
wider processors;
• The characteristics of the operational environment have strong influence
on ILP processor’s performance.
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We believe that our implementation-independent stochastic modeling framework
reveals considerable potential for further research in this area, needed to better
understand speculation techniques and their performance potential under different scenarios.
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